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Abstract
Despite the documented benefits to economic and social development of women and the constitutional guarantee for equal right under the law to all citizens, the advancement of the status of women in Nigeria is still far from satisfactory. The participation of women in technical and vocational education is abysmally low. Recent literature describing education of women in technical and vocational education in Nigeria, still need more equality of access to the program. As the Nigerian transition to knowledge economy, information age and vision 20:2020 technologically literate workforce is vital. Likewise the contribution of women to technical and vocational education profession in vital, yet the number of women considering entering historically dominated profession remain at unacceptable level. Employment prospects for women have increased dramatically in the late 20th century. Yet in technical and vocational education profession, a profession that holds promise and opportunity for one to positively impact society-the lack of women in the field seems baffling. In order to examine how Nigerian women foster action to be taken to resolve misrepresentation of women in technical and vocational education in Polytechnic institution a study was important. The purpose of this study was to identify action to be taken so that more women can participate in the program from the perspective of women who are currently enrolled in technical and vocational education program in Polytechnic institution. One major Polytechnic was selected with twelve participants. The descriptive and exploratory research analyzed the interview responses of the participants in order to examine their perceptions. Recommendations made as a result of this study include: a need to formulate specific strategies, policy and program to promote women participation in technical and vocational education, women representation in policymaking bodies; increase number of women lecturers; encourage women to participate in traditionally male dominated technical and vocational fields; conduct nontraditional student support groups and peer counseling; provide nontraditional role model and give preference to female student with regards to recruitment.
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1. Introduction
Despite the documented benefits to economic and social development of women and the constitutional guarantee for equal right under the law to all citizens, the advancement of the status of women in Nigeria is still far from satisfactory. The participation of women in technical and vocational education is abysmally low. Recent literature describing education of women in technical and vocational education in Nigeria, still need more equality of access to the program. As the Nigerian transition to knowledge economy, information age and vision 20:2020 technologically literate workforce is vital. Likewise the contribution of women to technical and vocational education profession in vital, yet the number of women considering entering the historically dominated profession remain at unacceptable level. Employment prospects for women have increased dramatically in the late 20th century. Yet in technical and vocational education profession, a profession that holds promise and opportunity for one to positively impact society-the lack of women in the field seems baffling. In the development of nations, science and technology plays a vital role. There is no doubt that the development of any nation hinges on the social and economic contribution of her citizens. Technical and vocational education in countries across the globe is the pivotal of any national development. It is when the individual in the micro setting are self-reliant that the micro economy becomes buoyant and therefore, technical and vocational
education is the live wire of technology. According to Uwaifo (2009), it is no exaggeration to assert that technical and vocational education constitutes the arteries that supply the life-sustaining blood through the system on country economy and standard of living. It will be impossible task therefore to plan and develop any economy in which technical and vocational education is not developed. It should be known that such development depends on the education and training given not only to men but also to women. Women form an indispensable part of human resources for development of any society. Without their contribution, the economy of any community or nation will maintain a low level and therefore will not be able to meet global competition. Prominent economist and educational leaders have argued that citizens must become technologically literate to maintain economic growth (Weber & Custer, 2005). Edu & Edu (2012) stated that it has been proved beyond reasonable doubt that for any nation to make giant stride in development, women have to move out of their marginalized position.

Over the past decades women are limited in the participation in technical and vocational education programs in institutions of higher learning in Nigeria and this have been a concern to the government. Women today constitute half the population in Nigeria yet they are not well represented in technical and vocational education programs in Polytechnic institutions where skills for economic development are a priority. The importance of women in technical and vocational education has long been recognized. Not only will the increase in women participation in technical and vocational education promote diversity and enhance innovative power, but it also impact the education and career development of future generation. Among major contemporary socioeconomic problems faced by developing countries and Nigeria in particular is unemployment, especially of women and young people. International capital mobility and structural shift in local labor markets have brought discussions of training skill acquisition and workforce development to the forefront of policy dialogues around the world (Rodgers et al., 2006). Nigeria been a developing country needs more technicians to develop her economy. The women must be fully involved and can never be ignored in any meaningful development.

Globalization has brought new challenges for developing economies and the labor markets. To face these challenges, it is important to be competitive in the world market, which to a large extent is driven by scientific and technological innovations. Education and training requires to be made need-oriented, multi-skill and flexible to meet changing needs of the local industry and oversea demands (Kazmi, 2007). Jobs in the coming years will demand higher levels of competencies and skills whilst competencies and skill requirements of existing jobs will continue to grow at a rapid pace, knowledge, skills and talent of workforce provide a competitive edge for individuals as well as entrepreneurs in an ever-changing work environment (Uwaifo, 2009). There is a clear recognition now that human skills would play an important role in sustaining the current pace of growth through enhanced productivity of human capital. Education of women in technical and vocational education is necessary to meet these challenges (Kazmi, 2007).

2. Research Purpose

Much of the existing data on women in technical and vocational education or nontraditional programs in Nigeria have been informed by research from the science field. A review of related studies shows lack of qualitative research on the misrepresentation of women in technical and vocational education program. According to Raghuram (2008) researchers have not given attention to the study of women in male-dominated occupation. Most studies focus on women in context-specific male-dominated professions like civil engineering, quantity surveying etc. from a predominantly quantitative perspective. Franks et al., (2006) conducted a qualitative inquiry into the life-role construction of career-oriented women and emphasized specifically the need for more in-depth qualitative work on why women are misrepresented in male-dominated occupation. A qualitative approach as to how Nigerian women foster action to be taken to involve more women participation in technical and vocational education may contribute to the understanding of the factors that inhibit women’s access to and participation in this field. Understanding the challenges women in this field encounter will enable the researcher to make suggestions that will improve the access to and participation of women in this field.

3. Literature Review

The provision of educational opportunities for women has been an important part of national endeavor in Nigeria since independence. Though these endeavors did yield important results, gender disparity persist with uncompromising tenacity, more in the TVE fields. This is not only a matter of national anxiety and concern but also an issue of national conscience. It is with this concern that the literature put forward some recommendations to attract women into technical and vocational education and other technical related fields.

Women in STEM and technical related fields perceive that they must exert greater amount of efforts than men to succeed and this results are in part is due to male dominated nature of the field (Aronson et al., 2002). Women feel isolated in the field of TVE and other nontraditional programs due to the attitude and action of minority of men within the profession who hold outdated view (Haynie 111, 2003). However, by assuring women that everyone has to expend a lot of efforts appear to make them feel more optimistic about their prospects of these fields.

Women have been made to believe that they cannot do well in math which is a core or foundation for technical and vocational education career. Research has suggested that normalizing efforts-emphasizing that everyone has to achieve success resulted in the high self reported feeling of belonging and future interest in this field. Aronson et al., (2002) stress that STEM practioners should discuss with each other (and with their students) about the struggle and efforts it takes to succeed in STEM fields. According to these authors, emphasizing efforts (as opposed to innate talent) can lead
to a better objective performance outcome (Haynie 111, 2003). Haynie 111 (2003) also maintain that men/boys should be careful to avoid saying things which call attention to the gender of female students or colleagues and to only emphasize the abilities and attributes which make all people valuable within the profession.

Dar-Nimrod & Heine (2006) posits that exposure of females to information that differences in math’s performance are not a result of stereotypes (is natural talent) can lead to better objective performance, but when told nothing at all, women assume that gender differences, women’s math ability are as a result of lack of ‘growth’ incremental theory of intelligence input of what makes a good mathematician, the negative performance effect of stereotypes threat can be offset (Aronson et al., 2002; Good et al., 2012). Some researchers indicate that highly feminist (girl y’) STEM role models can actually decrease non-STEM interested girls and aspirations because they are perceived by these girls as particularly unobtainable (Betz & Sekaquaptewa, 2012). To attract women into this field it is suggested that work need to be undertaken to open popular perceptions of the science and the culture that operate within the science to render them more accessible for nontraditional group (Archer et al., 2013).

Heilbronner (2013) notes, that promoting interest in STEM in young students especially girls would be a way to increase women’s self-efficacy in STEM domains. Lack of self-efficacy in STEM continues to be an influential factor in women misrepresentation in this area and that teacher may help talented girls develop high self-efficacy through providing specific praise directed towards efforts rather than ability, teach that abilities are not fixed but rather developed and teach realistic goal setting (Dweck, 2007; Halpern et al., 2007). Ifegbesan (2010) also stated that when stakeholders are made aware of their gender biased behavior/practices and provided strategies to combat bias and better able to promote gender equity in the classroom and society. The author recommends that teachers should avoid language that limits one gender to another from participating in the classroom interaction and should learn to be selective in their language. Ifegbesan (2010) also states that gender-natural labels such as chairperson and head teachers should be encouraged in social engagement and that there is need to change the socialization process of gender within our schools which ensures that girls are made aware that they are unequal to boys. Those activities such as making boys the class captain and girls assistant should be revised this enables both party to see themselves as being equal.

There is need to redesign curriculum in education to include a course regarding gender-equality (Erden, 2009; Ifegbesan, 2010). This appears to be very needful since the establishment of gender equality and fair educational environment requires teachers who hold unbiased gender beliefs and that are conscious of gender issue (Ifegbesan, 2010). Syllabus designers and curriculum developers must also make room for the gender of the prospective teachers, learners and topic within the target socio-cultural context as influential factors in determining the quantity and quality and nature of classroom interaction (Rahimpour & Yaghoubi-Notash, 2008). In doing this, the authors maintain that the language teaching practitioners need to be duly attentive to gender which may affect or even obscure interaction in certain ways leading to biased judgment of learner’s performance on the teacher’s part.

Ferrara (2009) acknowledges that when planning and developing instructional materials, teachers should ensure a balance in teaching styles to match the various learning style of the students in their classroom as a step to combat this bias. Existing textbooks should be revised to take into cognizance of the gender issue (Ifegbesan, 2010). The objective of FME (2004) is equal access of men and women to education, therefore young women and men should have access to technical an vocational education and on the job training as is essential prerequisite for women to obtain higher skill and better paying jobs. Wirth (2002) states that until a sufficient number of women have the qualifications and skills required for moving into “men’s” job they cannot constitute the critical mass in organization needed to ensure that all women not just the exceptional few have the chance to advance.

There is no doubt Nigeria is a fast growing economy and competitive participant in the world market. However, in order for Nigeria to sustain economic growth, it requires a skilled local labor work force educated in various area of TVE and sciences. Women need to be encouraged to enroll in technical and vocational education and nontraditional subjects and in areas of future job growth. Wirth (2002) posits that young men need to increasingly prepare to understand the changing gender roles and the implication for their own professional social and family lives.

Jones & Chant (2009) asserts that education and employment policies should not only aim to reduce gender discrimination in schools and the labor market, but also attempt to address gender inequalities within home. One of the main barriers according to Jones & Chant (2009) is that young women’s enrolment in schools and access to employment owes to social expectations that women should perform the bulk of reproductive labor in their youth as well as adulthood. The authors note that couple with discrimination against girls and women within and beyond the family, the tendency is for men to end up with more educational qualifications, more skill and higher-paying jobs even if unemployment among young people in general remain a major problem.

Mutekwe et al., (2011) notes that gender role socialization coupled with teacher attitudes, parental expectations and the influence of peers as well as learner’s subject combinations have an enormous impact on the learner’s resultant career trajectories. Gender role socialization girls and boys tend to acquire early beliefs about their social roles and thus have been found to exert significant influence on their education and career aspirations and choice. Jones & Chant (2009) suggests that parents should be encouraged to value their girl children on a par with boys and should attempt to equalize domestic reproductive labor burden at all stages of the life course.

Abimbade (2008) observed that the knowledge of information technology will help in facilitating female participation in technical and vocational education, since it has become a potent force capable of transforming social, economic and
political life of people globally. The author further stated that if the access to and use of information technology is directly linked with the study of technical and vocational education, it will attract female attention and ginger their participation in this field. Students’ enrolment decisions anticipated success and sense of belonging are significantly shaped by the design of the virtual educational environment. When a computer science virtual classroom reflected current masculine stereotypes women’s intention to enroll in the class and their anticipated performance increased to the level of the male peer (Cheryan et al., 2011). This simple design change had a profound effect. The author states that the implication is that the physical design of learning environments, such as classroom, workshops, computer labs and departments can project identity-based message about who does not belong and thereby deter some population from entering the field and believing they cannot achieve success there. Study show that non-stereotypical virtual classroom environment increased women’s interest, anticipated success and sense of belonging in computer science over a neutral classroom that had on stereotypical on non-stereotypical objects in it. Therefore, institutions should strive to design virtual environment to improve student learning (Cheryan et al., 2011).

4. The Present Study
4.1 Design of the Study
In qualitative research design can be thought as the logical progression of stages or tasks from problem formulation to the generation of conclusions that are necessary in planning and carrying out a study (Maxwell, 2008). Ritchie & Lwis (2013 p.47) state that is one which has a clearly defined purpose in which there is coherence between the research question and the methods which generate data that is valid and reliable. It gives direction from the underlying philosophical assumptions to research design and collection. Yin (2003 p.19) adds further that colloquially a research design is an action plan for getting from here to there, where ‘here’ may be defined as the initial set of questions to be answered and ‘there’ is some set of conclusions. Bogdan (2003) states that it is the entire process of conceptualizing a problem to writing research question and data collection, analysis, interpretation and reporting.

When the understanding of an event is a function of personal interaction and perception of those in that event and the description of the process that characterize the event, qualitative approach is more appropriate than quantitative design to provide the insight necessary to understand the participants’ role in the event and their perceptions of the experience. The purpose of this study is to explore without the manipulation of the experience of Nigerian women in male-dominated technical and vocational education in the natural setting with the view to interpreting phenomena in terms of the meaning individuals attach to them.

The processes of this study method included investigating, observing and documenting in detail the unique experience of individuals in the male-dominated technical and vocational education. The approach allowed the researcher to collect ‘thick narrative description of the phenomenon under study and gave the researcher the opportunity to take into account the views expressed by the participants and important detail of group interactions and multiple interpretations in the group’s natural environment. This qualitative description of their experiences and an inductive analysis of data is most appropriate for the purpose of this research because all these procedures enhanced the possibility for some kind of objectivity which could have been lost if quantitative or experimental strategies were applied (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007)

4.2 Sampling
Sampling for this study was driven by the desire of the researcher to learn in detail and in-depth about the experience of individuals. Purposeful sampling is appropriate for use when the author needs to select a sample based on his knowledge of the population, its element and the nature and purpose of the research aim (Creswell, 2012). In this study fourteen women were used in accordance with Merriam (2014) who suggested that in phenomenological research five to twenty five participants are accepted. Merriam maintains that the small sample size will enable researcher to have an in-depth understanding of the study phenomenon and not seek statistical generalization. The criteria used to select study participants are that they have to be women in technical and vocational education, they must have attended primary school for six years, attended a junior secondary school for three years, attended a senior technical college or senior secondary school for three years, have Ordinary National Diploma (OND) certificate in technical and vocational education field from government approved/recognized institution both within and outside the country, have had at least one year work experience before returning to the institution for Higher National Diploma (HND) in technical and vocational education and must be in the first or second year of HND

4.3 Data Collection
Through semi-structured in-depth interviews the researcher attempted to get information about the experience of Nigerian women enrolled in technical and vocational education as to why the misrepresentation of women in technical and vocational education at the Polytechnic institution. The open-ended question adopted afforded an opportunity for both the researcher and the participants to discuss some topic in more detail. The researcher invited the participants to tell him their experience in this field. As the discussion progressed the researcher adopted counseling skill conversations as well as paraphrasing, probing and reflection to develop the discussion in line with the research objective (Martin, 2013). Subsequently, the researcher conducted fellow-up interviews to either elaborate or confirm emerging themes and categories and their meanings.
4.4 Data Analysis

The qualitative hermeneutic data analysis was used for this study. Data analysis involves examining of people’s words and trying to make explicit the knowledge that is in them (Pope et al., 2000). Analysis of the participants’ open-ended responses formed the basis for interpreting and finding meaning from the participants experiences. The process of data analysis commenced when the researcher finished his first interview. The analysis of data in qualitative research is a hand-on process that requires the researcher to commit fully to understanding what the data say. The data collected in this study were analyzed inductively and continuously during and after each collection of data. Qualitative researcher constructs a picture which takes shape as he/she collect and examines the parts. The most suitable model for data collection and analysis is one that interweaves them from the beginning (Maguire, 2008). The data analysis for this study involved examining, sorting, categorization, evaluating, comparing, synthesizing and contemplating the coded data as well as reviewing the raw data and recorded data. The author adopted eight steps suggested by (Hennie, 2009 p.98) as a guide in coding his data.

Even though the model portrays step-by-step procedures, in practice all the procedures work simultaneously…” and the author kept doubling back for more collection and coding” (Jones, 2011). The basic strategy the author adopted was to constantly compare the data gathered. The author conducted an interview, made field notes, reviewed document of one incident, and then later compared it to another incident either the same set of data of different set. This led to the formation of tentative categories, which were compared to each other, and also to other instances. The flexible nature of this model resulted in the development of tentative categories and themes. However, the coding and categorizing were finalized only towards the end of the data collection.

Data for this study were collected and constantly analyzed as they came in until the eight focus group and seventh one-on-one interviews were conducted and there was no more new information and no new themes or categories had emerged. According to Creswell (2012) this point is called the saturation point where there was no more new information or insights that can be found from the data, the data collection was stopped as saturation has been attained or reached.

5. Findings

Most participants were not familiar with government and institutional policies with regards to ways of attracting women into technical and vocational education program. However, one participant noted that their recommendations will be based on their experience in their journey in technical and vocational education. Among the themes that emerged in the recommendations are gender role, curriculum review, equal opportunity and award of incentives.

5.1 Gender Role

The participants in this study stated that while girl/young women are educated they should be told in practical terms the obstacle they will encounter while undertaking a career in TVE and other technical programs. In doing this, it will enable girls/young women to prepare themselves for the challenges they are going to encounter. Some participants stated that while they were in secondary school, were counselors existed that they were made to understand that female students were not suppose to go for professional courses like STEM and that these courses were meant for boys. They expressed that female students were tailored towards the arts or social science oriented courses. There are some female students who may have interest of enrolling in any technical and vocational education and other technical programs but because they were not properly counseled towards technical and vocational education courses they were made to change their mind. The participants commented that females need to have confidence in what their desires are and that they should not allow people to pull them down or talk them out of their dream. One participant had this to say: “Go in with confidence and do not deter in attaining your life goal”. Another participant stated; “Do not let anyone tell you that science course is hard and it is better for boys”. Participant N8 recalled her experience in the secondary school while trying to choose her career and aligned it to some of the problems some girls encounter while making a career choice in secondary school and stated:

I remember my teacher in my senior secondary school class who was not encouraging to any girl going into any technical course or science related course because he felt it was not good for girls. He made us to understand that it will be too hard for us, but like me when I wrote my West African Examination Council (WAEC) I had a good result in my science subjects and he tried to discourage me from going into any of these technical programs. I finally made it into this course. So I would advice that let nobody discourage you from going into technical and vocational education or science related courses in higher institution of learning. There is no doubt it is male dominated but it does not mean you cannot do it because you are a woman.

A participant in her own recalled how she looked towards her friend for help when she wanted to enroll in technical and vocational education course because her parents wanted her to go for something else other than technical and vocational education program:

There was no engineer in my family. We had people in other disciplines like lawyer, doctor and pharmacy. The only person that was there for me was my uncle, who said I should go for whatever course I wanted to do and that I should ignore everyone else. I also remember my good girl friend during my secondary school
that was in the university and she helped me out when I wanted to make my choice.
She was very supportive

The impression as expressed by participants is that when girls/you women are aware early enough of some challenges they were going to encounter in technical and vocational education field they will prepare themselves. Some of the participant’s notion is that because most girls/young women were socialized to believing that technical and vocational education is a male domain. It became necessary for early gender role consciousness to prepare them for technical and vocational education and other technical related programs.

5.2 Curriculum Review

Some of the participants posit that the present curriculum of TVE is not at par with the industrial needs of the country and also lack international standard. The participants maintained that it is not producing the critical skills needed in today’s technological work environment and recommended that the curriculum be reviewed so as to meet the industrial best practice. Apart from reviewing the TVE curriculum at the higher education level some participated advocated the need to restructure the syllabus right from the primary school to include technology classes. They said many girls are not in technical and vocational education program because they missed the foundation from the beginning. According this study participant if girls were exposed to early technology program many girls will indicate interest in the program However, participant N13 made reference to what appears to play down on the certificate they acquire today in TVE as she has this to say:

The technical and vocational education curriculum should be revisited periodically so as to meet the needs and global trend. When you graduate these days with technical and vocational education certificate and you find yourself in employment, you are made to undergo a retraining which implies that the certificate we obtain in this field in not meeting the industrial needs. I think the institution and those responsible for curriculum planning should try to review the curriculum from time to time to meet the needs of Nigerian industries.

Participant N5 shared her experience during her Industrial Training (IT) which she says calls for curriculum review. According to the participant what is happening in the labor market requires periodic review of the curriculum in every discipline but particularly in technical and vocational education field. This is what this participant has to say:

When I was accepted in Anambra Motor Company Enugu for my Industrial Training (IT) there were so many things I did that were out of the syllabus we operate in my area. What they did on my arrival was to deploy me to their training school for a short period of training because I was only expected to acquire one year industrial training before returning for my Higher National Diploma (HND). I think the industry should liaise with vocational technical education institutions to design the curriculum so that on employment we are not subjected to another round of academic exercise.

The researcher took up the issue of curriculum with one of the Head’s Department who told the researcher that the industries are accusing them of not producing technical personnel’s needed in today’s work environment. However, they are making efforts in this direction to see that the curriculum meets the needs of Nigerian economy and global best practices.

5.3 Improve Physical Facilities

Some participants emphatically stated that the physical and learning facilities are in poor conditions and requires urgent attention so as to improve on the learning. They made mention of dilapidating infrastructures that are abound in the institution. Some participant made reference to situation in some classrooms and lecture halls pinpointing that there are no sufficient seats to go round the students. They also cited some of the workshop they are unable to carry out practical work because of inadequate learning materials. One participant said it is a terrible situation and has lead many of the students spending their little resources on procuring some learning material that were supposed to be provided by the school. These participants in their views in order to attract women into technical and vocational education physical and learning facilities have to be provided.

One of the participants in scoring the importance of learning and physical facilities in addressing misrepresentation of women in male-dominated technical and vocational education stated: “For the school to attract women into vocational technical education all necessary facilities have to be in place though you can’t get everything but some facilities have to be there. We have studio but no equipment to work with. A very good drawing studio should have equipment to work with but they are lacking”.

Participant N4 maintained the need to have good learning facilities to attract women into technical and vocational education field:

The overall physical facilities are not satisfactory. More lecture halls and classrooms need to be built and equipped. If you go to lecture halls and classrooms you will find that they are overcrowded. Some students do not find space to seat on. This is very common in general course where we take courses with other students outside our department. In order to secure a seat you have to be in the lecture room early enough. Some students even hang on the window and others sometimes outside the
classroom while lecture is going on. With this kind of situation there can be no effective learning. As a lady when we meet this kind of situation one becomes helpless. However, you have to struggle if not you will be left out.

The researcher visited some lecture areas and saw thing for herself. As pointed out by the participants there is an urgent need to address the issue of facilities. Many of the lecture rooms visited are in poor condition and are impediment to smooth academic activities. At the workshops visited not practical activities was witnessed. (Appendix E). The researcher tried to find out from one of the HOD’s on the lack of learning facilities. His claim is that efforts are been made to address the situation and handed to the researcher a copy of a request letter for fund forwarded to the school authority (Appendix F).

5.4 Equal Opportunity

Majority of the participants expressed that they should be given opportunity like their male counterparts in male-dominated technical and vocational environment. According to the participants they should believe in them that they can equally do what the men are capable of doing. Since they all go through the same training and acquire the same technical skill they should give them the opportunity to perform, they should not think that it is the men that can do it. Participant N11 stated:

The lecturers and work supervisors should treat all of us equally. They should allow us to fully participate in the practical work. They should see us as the same with the males. We went through the same system and a situation where they treat us because we are women will not encourage other women to come into this program. What they are saying is that women are not needed in the program. They should allow us to carry-out our practical work by ourselves not instructing us to give our work to the guys to do it for us.

One participant stated that “we are not asking for any preferential treatment as women but if given the same opportunity we will prove ourselves that we are equal to the men”. Another participant said to attract women into male-dominated technical and vocational education environment “the culture in this field has to change. Women should be given the opportunity to perform because they think we don’t know much as the men”.

5.5 Encouragement

Many other suggestions made by the participants as what to action to be taken to address misrepresentation in male-dominated technical and vocation are as follow:

Government should encourage women by creating more jobs for the few women in the program on graduation; this will encourage other women to enroll in the program.

Scholarship should be created for women interested in TVE course. It will attract more women to come into the program. There should be TV sensitization. Women in TVE should be aired in TV, Radio and other print media for other women and young girls to see, as it will motivate them into enrolling into TVE courses.

Women should be given the opportunity to put into practice the knowledge acquired in this field as it will serve as encouragement to others

Excursion for female students to industry/organizations where they can see women in this field, it will encourage them to enroll in the program. There should be special hostels for technical and vocational education students. It will aid the women to learn more and bring them together.

There should be visual drawings in strategic positions to attract women.

When asked of the advice they have for the girls desiring to come into technical and vocational education, the participants made the following suggestions.

Girls should take their science course serious in secondary school. The teachers should try to make mathematics and science subjects a fun so that more girls will develop interest in this area.

Girls should look for forerunners in technical and vocational education, those who have succeeded in this field to encourage them

6. Discussion

6.1 Gender Role

Some participants for this study expressed that girls/young women while in secondary school should be told in practical terms the barriers they will encounter while undertaking a profession in TVE and other technical related fields. This they said will enable girls/young women to equip themselves and brace up for the challenges. Many participants expressed dissatisfaction with teachers/counselors as they were not properly counseled on the prospects in technical and vocational education. They participants stated that in most cases where counselors existed that the girls were tailored into nontraditional programs with the belief that it was the female domain or better done by women. According to these study participants this has accounted for very few women in TVE program in higher institution of learning.

This conforms to study which revealed that factors that influence the study of TVE subjects in secondary schools was shortage or absence of guidance counselors. It is found that most schools in Nigeria do not have guidance and
counselors as a result, most women that are skilled and have the abilities for the TVE were not counseled to study subjects that they would do better in (Azubuike, 2011). It is significant to note as pointed out by some participants that where counselors were available female students were in most cases persuaded into enrolling in social science courses with the belief that they fit in better. In Lufkin et al., (2008) study it was found that young people who have chosen a nontraditional career path often cite a teacher who provided them with the encouragement they needed to be successful in the field.

Teachers and counselors play an essential role in nurturing student’s interest towards the subjects taught. Teachers and counselors are they key elements in the education process of these girls. Teachers and counselors have to educate these girls/young women without biases or prejudice. It is the beliefs of study participants that quality counseling and services be made available to women to enable them make career choice in the field of TVE and other related technical programs.

6.2 Curriculum Review

Some of the participants posit that the present TVE curriculum is at par with the industrial needs of the country and also lack national standard. The participants also noted the current curriculum is not producing the critical skills needed in today’s technological work environment. Some participants narrated their work experience which they claim do not align with what is found in their technical and vocational education syllabus and recommended for curriculum review.

Study has shown that many countries are for a more flexible workforce with high skills (Ngure, 2013). In developing countries today graduates need to be prepared for the world of work so they can function in a range of profession. The inadequate in preparation for the job market brought workplace challenge to participants for this study. The essence of the curriculum reform or review as recommended by the study participants is to provide education for human resource development that will meet the needs of the social, economic and political development of the country. The integration system of the pathway should be adopted where key players in TVE industry will draw up curriculum that meets the labor market demand and the economy. Participants are of the view that Nigeria has to be fully launched into the industrial age especially now that TVE preparedness has become increasingly paramount. This is in line with Chinonso (2010) who advocate that focus now should be on the development of a viable natural system of TVE program that will have easy access and exist with learning pathways, which must be validated by accredited learning that will lead to work or continued progress along the pathway.

The participants for this study noted that the misrepresentation of women in vocational technical education and other STEM field is because girls are not exposed to technology early enough at the primary school level and at home. We have seen a rising concern on lacking of number of female students in science and TVE in recent year. Technical and vocational education and technical related courses are often regarded not attractive by female students. To address this problem early in the development of the children as noted by the participants, there is the need to encourage girls to take science courses from primary school by reforming our curriculum to accommodate this. There is increasing body of study which shows that children have long been recognized as young scientists in the way they explore and try to make sense of their environment. Young children are also young engineers in the sense that they modify the world to satisfy their own need and wants (Mishra & Yadav, 2013). Therefore, early educators can take advantage of activities that already occur in most early children’s classroom (such as building unit blocks) to nurture young children’s developing abilities in engineering and design, as well as provide new activities) such as ramps and pathways) that push young children to further develop their engineering abilities (Katehi et al., 2009).

Katehi et al., (2009) also note that young children can create, solve problems, experiment test, adopt, collaborate, and explain – in short, they can participate in the design process as young engineers. It implies that to attract women into TVE, the key focus of the curriculum should be how to increase opportunities for pupils/students at early stage to learn inquiry-based approaches. School science should move from teacher-guided, inquiry-based teaching method in order to engage pupil/students interest (Minner et al., 2010). If teachers adopt activity based approach to science which consisted of different activities for the all round development of children at the elementary level it will enhance girls achievement in sciences that will lead to interest in vocational technical education and STEM fields.

6.3 Improve Physical Facilities

Many of the participants for this study attributed the poor physical facilities in TVE as among the factors inhibiting women for accessing and participation in this program. It is the opinion of some participants that for women to be attracted into TVE program there is need to have good learning facilities. This is in line with OKwori (2004) who noted that lack/insufficiency of teaching materials constitute a major impediment to success in technical and vocational education. He further stated that female pupils showed negative attitude to primary science and TVE because they were not exposed to a variety of relevant teaching materials like their male counterparts.

The negative attitude of science and technical and vocational education expressed by primary school female pupils is developed at the early ages. Hoffmann-barthes et al (1997) indicated that the proper use of educational facilities in teaching technical and vocational education will determine whether women will have equitable access to technical and vocational education. Additionally, many participants stated that because of the inadequate learning facilities in the classrooms, workshops and laboratories they were made to spend their own money on procuring materials that were supposed to be provided by the institution or government and this according to study participants are barriers to women participation in TVE program. Flowers (1995) study has recommended that to attract women into technology education there is need to provide clean high technology classroom and laboratories versus shops.
6.4 Equal Opportunity

Finding of this study suggests that Nigerian women in technical and vocational education generally face discouraging experience while working with their male colleagues. It is found from this study too that women participated less and lost confidence and competent. Participants expressed that the unequal treatment in the academic and work environment is because of their status as women. The participants indicated that being a woman hindered their participation in TVE environment. In the academic and work environment, participants experienced unequal treatment and lower level of trust and confidence resulting in fewer opportunities for them to show their competency. The participants suggest that women unfair treatment in male –dominated technical and vocational environment will improve if their number is substantially increased and their status as women eliminated.

These experiences of unequal treatment of Nigerian women in TVE, in which issues are clearly at play, highlight the efforts that are made by some men to point out those women in technical an vocational education program, are simply not welcome. The entrenched stereotyping in technical and vocational education clearly makes women feel they are being excluded, isolated and generally unwelcome. This unequal treatment of women in TVE impedes their full participation in this field, it may undervalue not only academic and work environment meritoriness, but also the expansion of the technological workforce needed for the next decades advancement of national competitiveness (Moss-Racusin et al., 2012).

6.5 Encouragement

Many of the study participants have put forward suggestion that stakeholder in technical and vocational education should do to encourage women to enroll in the program. The participants expressed opinion that the misrepresentation of women in this field is because women are not encouraged. The study participants noted that if women are encouraged many of them will come into the program. Among suggestions made by the study participants that could encourage women into TVE program include provision of job opportunities, scholarships and women sensitization in the program could promote more women access and participation in this field. Furthermore, participants also suggested that provision good infrastructural material will encourage women as well as using the few women in the field as a source of role model.

The suggestions advanced by study participant on encouragement of women to access and participation in TVE program is in line with many studies in this area. Hoffmann-barthes et al., (1997) report show that in order to encourage women into TVE there should be employment of opportunities for women in TVE program. Similarly, in a study by Rosser & Zieseniss (2000) have also recommended the recruitment/more opportunities as a way of encouraging women to enroll into engineering/science programs. In the same vain study by Gomile-chidyanga (2003) on encouraging greater enrollment of women in science and technology suggested that government, educational institution and stakeholders should begin with the socio-cultural framework and proceed to dispel the myths assumptions and beliefs that have prevented women from access and participation in this field. The author has also recommended the award of scholarships to girls in nontraditional programs. Studies also show that the visible presence of women in the field will provide encouragement for women considering a major in technical and vocational education program.

7. Conclusion

It is established in this research that technical and vocational education is a vital force for development and that the non participation of girls/women in this field rob them of the opportunity to improve their lives and contribute maximally to national development. Even though remarkable efforts have been made by the Federal Government of Nigeria through its political commitment and educational programs at ensuring gender equity in technical and vocational education program, the government as matter of urgency should workout large scale technical and vocational education activities and strategies for promotion of women in this field (John, 2011)

Policy makers and employers not only need to place women education in technical and vocational education in the centre of social and economic policies, they need to recognize that challenges faced by women in technical and vocational education in Nigeria and the world at large require intervention tailored to specific needs. It is along this premise that the author calls for the recognition of peculiar challenges which militate against women participation in technical and vocational education and there should be policy measures to tackle them.

It is only fair and acceptable to say that all people should be given equal educational opportunity irrespective of sex, creed, race and religion. Political pronouncements in many countries across the globe have taken on knowledge and skills as the key aim of the desire to improve access to education at all levels. Given the recent development in which knowledge and skills have become more acceptable in terms in economically more developed nations, in which both are seen to go hand in hand, what is happening in Africa and Nigeria were development in highly sought but has proven to be more elusive.

Many in science and technical and vocational education hold the truth to be self-evident that there should be more women in this field. The author holds that more women should be enrolled into technical and vocational education program. Typical argument, include possible benefit to women and possible benefit to the economy. In light of the growing dominance of science and technology in the shaping of the future of societies, the author advocate for equitable distribution of educational opportunities in technical and vocational in institution of higher learning to avoid wastage of potential female talents.
Nigeria is a fast growing economy and competitive participant in the world market. In order for Nigeria to sustain its economic growth, it requires a skilled local workforce educated in various areas of technical and vocational education and science. In view of the fact that Nigerian women still remain an untapped potential in the field of technical and vocational education, the higher education institution in the country offering technical and vocational education programs must acknowledge the need to inform and inspire females in senior secondary school to consider the nontraditional career path to technical and vocational education.

The author hopes that the result of this research will contribute to the state wide and national dialogue on gender equity in technical and vocational education and other technical related programs that will lead to new public policies, research initiatives, and educational reforms. Women are expected to make up over half the workforce by 2020. If we do not address these issue now when will we?
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